Mobile restaurants continue to flourish, especially those spotlighting breakfast. Day after day, operators of food trucks, food trailers and food carts continue to sell out of their breakfast items. These portable venues are sought after by consumers because they offer a unique foodservice experience, ranging from gourmet menus to flashy vehicles to staff with outgoing personalities. As mobile restaurants continue to find success at breakfast, more independent and chain operators are launching their own versions to reap the benefits.

**Mobile Restaurant Attributes**

Mobile restaurants continue to have vast appeal for both operators and consumers. For operators, these concepts have low overhead costs and can reach a large and varied demographic. If operators can execute the menu in a modest prep space with minimal equipment, then mobile restaurants can be a worthwhile investment and an effective method of brand marketing.

For consumers, mobile restaurants offer a diverse selection of portable foods and beverages to meet their hurried lifestyles. When asked what they find appealing about purchasing breakfast from a mobile restaurant, over half of consumers (53%) cited the good-tasting food and beverage items. Mobile restaurants have a reputation for offering highly craveable selections such as street foods, snacks and sweets.
Price also plays an important factor in mobile restaurant breakfast purchases, with over a third of consumers (36%) citing affordable offerings as being appealing. Other noteworthy takeaways regarding the appeal of mobile restaurants for breakfast include:

- **Convenience** — which includes the food and beverage being easy to eat on the go, speedy service and convenient mobile restaurant locations — is an extremely appealing attribute

- Consumers find the **unique** selection of offerings found at mobile restaurants to be slightly more appealing than the high-quality ingredients

- Although mobile venues are **often go-to destinations for ethnic fare during lunch and dinner**, fewer than one in 10 consumers find mobile restaurants appealing for breakfast ethnic foods and beverages

**Mobile Restaurant Breakfast Menus**

When asked to select the **most appealing food at a mobile restaurant for breakfast**, most of the top 10 answers are unsurprisingly items that are **highly portable**. Consumers rank breakfast sandwich as the most appealing item (36%), with other portable options including breakfast burrito (24%), breakfast bowl (14%) and breakfast taco (11%).
Interestingly, although ethnic fare does not rank high when thinking about mobile restaurant attributes, three ethnic-inspired breakfast dishes — breakfast burrito, breakfast taco and breakfast empanada — appear in the top 10 for most appealing food at these venues. This presents opportunities for mobile restaurant operators to market more ethnic items like breakfast baos and empanadas.

Breakfast items that rank below the top 10 — which include biscuits, pancakes and French toast — are also the more traditional plated breakfasts that are typically associated with a sit-down restaurant experience. However, mobile restaurant operators are now demonstrating that nothing is off limits for food trucks, trailers and carts, with breakfast items that are usually plated now being served from a moveable venue, often in creative ways.

**What type of food is most appealing to order at a mobile restaurant for breakfast?**

Select up to three. Top 10 answers shown.

1. Breakfast sandwich
2. Breakfast burrito
3. Egg dish
4. Breakfast bowl
5. Breakfast taco
6. Bagel
7. Doughnut
8. Yogurt
9. Breakfast empanada
10. Waffle/muffin/cinnamon roll

Base: 777 consumers who have had food from a mobile restaurant in the past three years

**Here is how some operators are transforming these plated breakfasts into portable meals:**

- Mini or bite-sized biscuits, pancakes, waffles and French toast served with gravy or syrup packets for dipping
- Pancakes, waffles and French toast served on a stick with syrup packets for dipping
- Using pancakes, waffles and French toast as the base component of a breakfast taco, burrito or sandwich

**Mobile Restaurant Breakfast Innovation**

Since mobile food trucks, trailers and carts often drive trends at breakfast, consumers are coming to rely on these destinations when seeking something beyond the norm at breakfast. This includes new hybrid foods, unique flavor pairings and nontraditional presentations. Here is a look at a few innovative mobile restaurants that are redefining breakfast.
Rootine 10 is a playful breakfast version of Canadian poutine found at Los Angeles’ The Rooster food truck. The dish comes with potato tots topped with bacon gravy, a sunny-side egg and bacon crumbles.

Saturday’s Waffle food trailer in Salt Lake City forgoes the traditional waffle and syrup combination by topping its waffles with creative, craveable ingredients. Waffle varieties on the menu include Lemon Curd and Raspberry, S’more, Bananas Foster and seasonal flavors like Pumpkin Praline.

The Donut Byte Labs in Portland, Ore., sells its mini doughnuts cooled rather than hot as a way to spotlight the taste and preserve the appearance of the toppings. Each doughnut is presented on a stick so customers don’t have to get their fingers sticky when eating.
Transformative Movements Occurring within Mobile Restaurants
Although mobile restaurants lead breakfast innovation in many aspects, they have also lagged behind in regards to other larger industry and consumer trends. Here are three important movements happening within mobile restaurants to help these operators remain competitive with brick-and-mortars.

1 Improving Quality Perception
In the past, mobile restaurants were known more for their craveability than their quality. Some mobile restaurant operators are working to change that image by spotlighting high-quality preparations and ingredients, which include local, natural and organic items.

On the menu
Chicago’s Eastman Egg Company serves handcrafted breakfast sandwiches and bowls that feature farm eggs and local proteins from Illinois’ Slagel Family Farm, and artisan cheeses and breads.

2 Adding Customization
The customization trend boomed with the growth of fast-casual restaurants. As consumers increasingly expect the ability to build meals their way, mobile restaurant operators are finding opportunities to add personalization options on their menus. Guests now often have a choice of condiments, toppings and sauces for items like doughnuts and pancakes, as well as fillings for breakfast handhelds.

On the menu
In Austin, Texas, the Con Madre Kitchen food truck serves build-your-own breakfast tacos and burritos; filling selections include bacon, potato, egg, chorizo, beans and queso fresco.

3 Meeting Individual Dietary Needs
Mobile venue operators are learning how to broaden their limited menus to satisfy individual consumer needs, whether that be for gluten-free, vegan, vegetarian or even kosher or halal fare.

On the menu
At Portland, Ore.’s Fried Egg I’m In Love food cart, all sandwiches can be made vegetarian or gluten-free.
YIELDS: 16 SERVINGS

**Ingredients**
- 4 cups milk, whole
- 12 large eggs, beaten
- 1 cup flour, all-purpose
- 2 tbsp. baking powder
- 32 slices country bread, thick
- 2 lbs. honey-smoked ham, sliced
- 3 lbs. turkey breast, sliced
- 32 slices Swiss cheese
- 2 cups Crisco® Vegetable Oil
- Powdered sugar, as needed
- 4 cups Smuckers® Raspberry Preserves

**Directions**

**Step 1:** Combine milk, eggs, flour and baking powder in bowl; whisk to blend. Reserve batter.

**Step 2:** To assemble single serving: Place 1 slice bread on flat work surface; top with 2 oz. ham, 3 oz. turkey and 2 cheese slices. Close sandwich with second slice of bread.

**Step 3:** Dip sandwich in batter; drain excess. Heat 2 tbsp. vegetable oil in skillet; grill sandwich for 2 to 3 minutes on each side or until golden brown.

**Step 4:** Diagonal-slice sandwich, and place on plate. Dust lightly with powdered sugar. Serve with ¼ cup raspberry preserves portioned in a ramekin.

*Percent Daily Values are based on a 2,000 calorie diet.
Technomic Takeaway:
3 Areas of Opportunity for Mobile Restaurant Breakfast

#1 CONTINUE TO THINK OUTSIDE OF THE BOX
Mobile restaurants are driving visits by building a reputation for offering unique foods, flavors and presentations at breakfast. Since these nontraditional offerings help distinguish mobile restaurants from the competition, operators of these venues should continue to experiment with their menus and push the boundaries of breakfast. Opportunities exist to explore more ethnic breakfast options as well as new ways to turn plated breakfasts into portable meals.

#2 BALANCE CRAVEABILITY AND QUALITY
Mobile restaurant operators are known for selling highly craveable offerings but they are still working to improve the quality perception of their menus. Spotlighting household brand names with strong quality reputations is one way to help shift consumers’ perception of mobile restaurant breakfast foods. This could include pairing biscuits with Smucker’s fruit spreads, or topping pancakes and waffles with Smucker’s maple and fruit syrups.

#3 ENHANCE VALUE THROUGH CUSTOMIZATION
The ability to personalize a meal is now an expectation for consumers. Mobile restaurant operators can find ways to add customization to their menus by allowing guests to select their own meats, cheeses, breads and toppings. Providing takeaway packets of fruit spreads, peanut butter and other condiments and sauces is an easy way to encourage customization without slowing down the service process.